CANDIDATES SHORT LISTED FOR IDBI FEDERAL (Off Campus SNIT) MUSLIAR COLLEGE; BISHOP JEROME AND CARMEL

1. Jijo Abraham
2. Shilvy Susan Samuel
3. Rajish Raj A
4. Abhijith D
5. Aromal S
6. Shone B Thomas
7. Aswathi R Kaimal
8. Athira Sudeep
9. Libin Abraham
10. Ashik Abu
11. Renjith Mathew
12. Naseem Hiqmath
13. Muhammed Suhail Sha
14. Anoop Asokhan
15. Merin K Rajan
16. Arya S Nair
17. Pooja Prasadkumar Nair
18. Midhun koshi Thomas
19. Vineeth Kumar V
20. Anoop Kumar S
21. Shruthi S Kumar
22. Sree Parvathi S
23. Rahul R Krishnan
24. Lekshmi Krishnan
25. Justin Jacob
26. Pooja Unnikrishnan
27. Githun Mohan

Recruitment List Issued to SNIT Adoor By-

S. Madhumitha – 8508869436
A Rathika – 809824317

Authorized under- V. Kannan; Asst. branch Head; IDBI Federal Life Ins. CO. Ltd.; Coimbatore.- 04224383973; 08870810985—email- kannan.vellingiri@idbifederal.com

All short listed candidates are offered direct offer letter once they acknowledge their joining of job to branch directly.
SELECTED AND Shortlisted Candidates For DX Technologies (OFF Campus SNIT Adoor)

SELECTED CANDIDATES

1. Midhun Koshy
2. Reena Susan
3. Merin K Rajan
4. Sabareesh K Das

SHORTLISTED CANDIDATES

1. Jijo Abraham
2. Anu Krishnan
3. Justin Jacob

List Issued By - Naleeni; Dy. HR and Operations, Doxifyy Technologies; Coimbatore;

Contact- 0422-4529549

Selected Candidates can collect their letter of Intent for Job offer at DX Technologies from SNIT Placement Cell.

MPHASIS Shortlisted Candidates for Next Process (Off Campus SNIT)

1. Joby Varghese
2. Aromal S
3. Shone B Thomas
4. Rahul Krishnan
5. Lekshmi
6. Reena

All shortlisted Candidates will be called for next process of telephonic interview and will be proceeded for other company recruitment processes.